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Appendix 2.1. Research instrument for verbal protocol analysis (adapted from Dew et al., 2009) 
 
INTRODUCTION 
In the following experiment, you will solve two decision problems. These problems arise in the 
context of building a new company for an imaginary product. A detailed description of the 
product follows this introduction. Although the product is imaginary, it is technically feasible 
and financially viable. The data for the problems have been obtained through realistic market 
research – the kind of market research used in developing a real-world business plan.  

Before you start on the product description and the problems, I do need one act of 
creative imagination on your part. I request you to put yourself in the role of the lead 
entrepreneur in building this company – i.e. you have very little money of your own to start this 
company, but you have about five ye  s’     v  t w     g  xp     c     t       .  
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PRODUCT 
You have created a computer game of entrepreneurship. You believe you can combine this game 
with some educational material and profiles of successful entrepreneurs to make an excellent 
teaching tool for entrepreneurship. Your inspiration for the product came from several reports in 
the newspapers and magazines about increasing demand for entrepreneurship education; and the 
fact that a curriculum involving entrepreneurship even at the junior high or high school level 
induces students to learn not only business-related topics but math and science and 
communication skills as well.  
 The game part of the product consists of a simulated environment for starting and running 
a company. There are separate sub-simulations of markets, competitors, regulators, 
  c   c     c f ct  s   d      d   f ct   f   ‘ uc ’. T   g      s   s p  st c t d  u t   d   
interface – for example, a 3D office where phones ring with messages from the market, a TV that 
will provide macroeconomic information when switched on, and simulated managerial staff with 
whom the player (CEO) can consult in making decisions. At the beginning of the game, the 
player can choose from a variety of businesses the type of business he/she wants to start (for 
example: manufacturing, personal services, software, etc.) and has to make decisions such as 
which market segment to sell to, how many people to hire, what type of financing to go for, etc. 
During the game, the player has to make production decisions such as how much to produce, 
whether to build new warehouses or negotiate with trucking companies, and so on; marketing 
decisions such as which channels of distribution to use, which media to advertise in and so on; 
management decisions involving hiring, training, promoting and firing of employees and so on. 
There is an accounting subroutine that tracks and computes the implications of the various 
decisions for the bottom line. The final outcomes – f    b    uptcy t    ‘  c  y st c ’.  
 You have taken all possible precautions regarding intellectual property. The name of your 
company is Entrepreneurship, Inc. The name of the product is Venturing.  
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PROBLEM 1: IDENTIFYING THE MARKET 
Before we look at some market research data, please answer the following questions – one at a 
time: 

1. Who could be your potential customers for this product? 
2. Who could be your potential competitor for this product? 
3. What information would you seek about potential customers and competitors? List 

questions you want answered. 
4. How will you find out this information – what kind of market research would you do? 
5. What do you think are the growth possibilities for this company?  
 

PROBLEM 2: DEFINING THE MARKET 
In this problem you have to make some marketing decisions. 
 Based on secondary market research (published resources, etc.), you estimate that there 
are three major segments on the European market who are interested in the product:  
 

T    st   t d d      v  u   f t     st uct      t c     gy      t  s €1,18 b      .  
T    st   t d d      v  u   f t     t   ct v  s  u  t    g         t  s €555        .  
Both are expected to grow at a minimum rate of 20 per cent p.a. for the next five years. 
 
The following are the results of the primary (direct) market research that you have completed. 
 
Survey # 1 – Internet users were allowed to download a scaled-down version (game stops 
after 15 minutes of playing) of the prototype and were asked to fill out a questionnaire 
 

x You get 600 hits per day 
x 300 of them actually download the product 
x You have 500 filled out questionnaires so far. 

 
Willing to pay (€) Young adults (%)       Adults (%)                          Educators (%) 
 
30-70    45        26         52 
70-100    32        38         30 
100-150   15        22         16 
150-180     8          9            2 
180-210     0          5            0 
Total    100        100         100 
 

Segment       Estimated total size 
 
Young adults between the ages of 15 and 25   20 million 
Adults over 25 who are curious about entrepreneurship 30 million  
Educators       200 000 institutions 
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Survey #2 – The prototype was demonstrated at five profitable game and bookstores  
 
Willing to pay (€) Young adults (%)       Adults (%)                          Educators (%) 
30-70    51        21         65 
70-100    42        49         18 
100-150    7        19         10 
150-180    0          8            7 
180-210    0          3            0 
Total    100        100         100 
 
Survey #3 – focus groups of educators (high school and community college teachers and 
administrators) 
The educators who participated in the focus group find the product exciting and useful – but 
want several additions and modifications made before they would be willing to pay a price of 
 v   €70 f    t. As  t  s, t  y w u d b  w     g t  p y € 30-50 and would demand a discount on 
that for site licenses or bulk orders.  
 Both at the bookstore demo and the focus group, participants are very positive and 
enthusiastic about the product. They provide you good feedback on specific features and also 
extend suggestions for improvement. But the educators are particularly keen on going beyond the 
‘g   ’  sp ct; t  y       t c     t  t  uc       d v   p   t  nd support would be required in 
trying to market the product to them. They also indicate that there are non-profit foundations and 
other funding sources interested in entrepreneurship that might be willing to promote the product 
and fund its purchase by educational institutions. 
 
Based on all your market research, you arrive at the following cost estimates for marketing your 
product.  

  

Internet   €14.000 up f   t + €350 p      t  t     ft   
Retailers €350.000 t  €700.000 up f   t   d supp  t s  v c s   d 

follow-up thereafter 
Mail order catalogs Relatively cheap – but  ds   d d   s c u d c st €35.000 

up front 
Direct selling to schools Involves recruiting and training sales representatives 

except locally 
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Competition 
 
None of the following four possible competitors combine a simulation game with substantial 
education materials – you are unique in this respect.  
 

The game companies are making a net return of 25 per cent on sales.  
At this point, please take your time and make the following decisions: 
(please continue thinking aloud as you arrive at your decisions):  

x Which market segment/segments will you sell your product to? 
x How will you price your product? 
x How will you sell your selected market segment/segments? 

 
 
 
  

Company   Product Description  Price per unit  Sales (€m) 
 
Maxis   Sim City Urban planning        29,95          30 
       Simulation 
Microprose  Civilization Civilization building        50.00          20 
       Simulation 
Sierra On-Line   Caesar City building          59,95          18 

   simulation  
Future   Scholastic CD-ROMS of           n/a           1 
Endeavors    Treetop   Scholastic Books     
(New Co. < 1yr old) 
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Appendix 2.2. Coding scheme for verbal protocol analysis 
Construct Category Code Description Exemplary quote 
1. Causation 1. End-

orientation 
1. Goal driven Starting with a clear goal or 

opportunity in mind, 
accumulating the right 
means to reach it 

“S    w u d f cus  ys  f   d put     
my energy on this target group and then 
t  t w      v  v           us p  f t.” 

  2. Business 
planning central 
stage 

Building up the firm with a 
planning strategy 

“B c us     s …      f bus   ss 
execution am totally pro making plans 
of action thus yes indeed they have to 
be short, but by making the right steps 
and by keeping your plan-do-check-act 
cycle in order you can make a step 
f  w  d s  t  s y.” 

 2. Expected 
return 

1. Calculating 
potential returns 

Collecting information and 
focus on potential (and 
expected) returns 

“B c us   f   s   t  t 5 p   c  t  f 30 
million is willing to pay 180-210 euro, 
then I would take it at 199 or something 
… 1 p   c  t  s 0.3 t us 5 t   s 3  s 1.5 
million, according to me. Well in that 
case I would take the 9 group [referring 
to on  p  c  c  ss   w  ]  s w   .” 

  2. Predicting an 
ideal level of 
investment 

Focus on maximizing return 
by selecting optimal 
strategies 

“       f      d     , b c us  t   s    
development costs are, they are 
minimal compared to the returns that 
you could sc   .” 

  3. Relying on 
estimations and 
calculations 

Choosing between 
alternative means based on 
forecasts about pre-selected 
favorable outcomes 

“T us   t       w u d   t d ff    t  t  
between adults - young adults and then 
I think that I would, looking at these 
[numbers] what people are willing to 
pay that it decreases rapidly above the 
100. Of course 30 to 70 is the most 
popular, except for the adults. I think I 
would position it between the 70 and 
100.  f   s   t  s.” 

 3. Competitive 
analysis 

1. Analyzing 
competition 

Paying attention to 
(possible) competitors by 
systematic analysis 

“  w u d  x cut    c  p t t        ys s 
of who is already doing it, and who is 
already offering it. Or who does not do 
it already but can offer it. And could do 
it, would have a better position in the 
market than me as a new starter. So that 
  w u d d    d  d.” 

  2. Focus on 
strength of 
competition 

Depending your actions 
upon competitors  

“           f y u   v  c  p t t  s 
then you know what your price-setting 
is. Then you already know what your 
costs are allowed to be. And then you, 
if you are going to enter the market 
with something new, have to know 
what makes you different from the 
competition and why you are going to 
d   t b tt   t    t   c  p t t   . “ 

  3. Finding the 
market  

Assumption that markets 
exist and can be found 
through analysis and 
estimation 

“       w u d d f   t  y,   xt t  t   
SWOT analysis, execute a market 
research to identify potential customers 
and see in what kind of market segment 
I hav  t  s tt     d  x cut   t b g.” 

  4. Formal way of 
market research 

Collecting predictive 
information such as 
analyzing markets, often via 
a specialized agency 

“          y u d f   t  y   d up w t  
executing a part market analysis, 
market exploration, and a part 
c  p t t        ys s. A d …   p  t 
s t sf ct      s   c .” 
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Construct Category Code Description Exemplary quote 
 4. Avoiding 

contingencies 
- - - 

2. 
Effectuation 

1. Mean-
orientation 

1. Who I am Resources at hand: Identity 
of the respondent 

“Y s        b t  f   s   s     ctu   y.” 

  2. What I know Resources at hand: 
Knowledge base, previous 
work experience of the 
respondent 

“    c  d d   s   s c u s  t  t s  d t  t 
if you sometimes don't know what to do 
you should always start with what are 
 y  w  st   g p   ts?” 

  3. Whom I know Resources at hand: Social 
networks and relationships 

“  w u d f  st          y   tw     f 
there is someone working at the 
Chamber of Commerce. Or has worked 
t    . A d t    t    w t  t  t p  s  .” 

  4. Start with 
general aspiration 

Means driven, start with 
general idea and adjust it 
according the contingencies 
and resources at immediate 
disposal 

“  t       w u d st  t w t    f w t   gs, 
like I said, and then adjust them 
according to what works. Do I feel I 
achieve enough already or do I already 
have to say I need to look for someone 
who is really into the gaming business? 
       t  b   t  s y t  s y t.” 

 2. Affordable 
loss 

1. Worry about 
costs of decisions 

Choosing the cheapest 
option with the costs in 
mind or come up with 
creative ways for doing 
things at no cost to 
themselves 

“T  t  s w y   s y t     t    t.  f y u 
can build a website for 14.000 euro and 
350 euro per month afterwards, I think 
t  t  s t   c   p st  pt   .” 

  2. Paying attention 
to your budget 

Invest only what you can 
afford to lose and avoiding 
financial risks 

“Y u   v    tt       y. Y u c    t d  
everything at once. 3.5 to 7 thousand in 
advance to sell to retailers yes that is, 
t  t  s   t g   g t    pp   … B c us  
if you have little to invest I would not 
d  t  t.” 

  3. No aim for initial 
profit 

No focus on potential 
returns when founding a 
firm 

“A d t      w u d, s  p y b c us    
would like to retrieve information from 
that too, give it a very decent price. Not 
to make profit, but just to cover the 
costs and to get information on what 
the customers think of the product, how 
to improve it but also to improve the 
st  y t    t   d p  ty.” 

 3. Stressing 
partnerships 

1. Ignoring 
competition 

Not paying attention to or 
caring for competitors 

“       d f   t  y d    t       t 
competitors. I do not search. I do not 
search, I will see when the time has 
c   .” 

  2. 
Rejecting/ignoring 
predictive 
information 

Expressing doubt or 
disbelieve in the value of 
predictive information 

“But   w u d   t   t    b  gu d d by  t 
because there are tons of examples of 
companies that did market research to 
new products with the result of having 
a market, but then somehow it did not 
d v   p … T           s     ug  
products known of which everybody 
said this is not going to work out, 101 
bears on the road and eventually, 
maybe also due to a few coincidences 
or things that fall into place, it 
d v   p d sup  .” 
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Construct Category Code Description Exemplary quote 
  3. Initial customers 

as partners 
Focus on building a 
network of or relationship 
with (a) self-selected 
stakeholder(s) 

“       t      t f  st   st  c   f   
partnership with companies that 
st  u  t    t  p    u s  p.” 

  4. Believe in 
product/service 

Acknowledging possible 
competition, but focus on 
own strength/believe in own 
product or service 

“But   t    put  t      t  s;  t w u d   t 
decide to continue or not with the 
product. Definitely not. If you believe 
in your product then you also know 
how to sell it. I am convinced of that. 
Because in the other case there would 
only be one car brand and one cola 
b   d.” 

  5. Creating a 
market 

Fabricating the demand for 
product or service rather 
than finding it 

“A d t           su   p  p   b c    
interested in it. So, who are my 
potential customers? I cannot answer 
that, they have to be fed with the 
product I want to sell and that could be 
you, that could be me, that could be 
   , t  t c u d b     .” 

  6. Informal way of 
market research  

Collecting information on 
possible markets or 
customers by direct contact 
and networking 

“L    … w  c  p  y  s     t      s 
potential customers? Where are my 
competitors located      dy   d …   
would not execute a market research 
formally. I would just, taste and feel 
myself with my potential customers, to 
s    f t  y   v      pp t t  f    t.” 

 4. Using 
contingencies 

1. Using 
contingencies in the 
environment 

Embracing and leveraging 
unexpected events 

“A d   yb   t w    b  t   c s  t  t    
unexpected group comes forward of 
w  c  w  d d   t t        t    y.” 

  2. Adding market 
segments 

Fabricating the market; 
moving from a single 
customer or partner to a 
market by adding additional 
products for the initial 
segment or through a 
strategic vision 

“  t     y u   v  t , w     f y u st  t 
with developing these kind of tools for 
companies and for educations, then the 
growth possibilities lie in enlarging 
your services for those institutes.” 
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Appendix 3.1. New-Venture Scenario and Decision-Making Instrument  
For this part of the survey it is very important to us that you take your time to read everything carefully. Use your 
imagination and put yourself in the context of the scenario. Answer all questions as if you were in the situation 
described below.   
Your new venture idea: 

3D printers have been around for some time, however they are currently not accessible to a broad public. 
You came up with a new venture idea - a 3D printing vending machine, which allows the customer to easily upload 
almost any design and watch it materialize before their eyes. It is affordable 3D printing on demand! There are no 
firms offering anything close to this at the moment and the idea is financially viable.  

The vending machine has endless possibilities; it can be used to print jewelry, replacement parts, models, 
maquettes, etc. Nevertheless it is hard to predict the direction in which the product will develop and you thus expect 
the rate of demand to fluctuate significantly. The 3D market is an uncertain market and future technological 
innovations affecting the viability of the product are likely to be frequent and major, including changes to the 
underlying technologies related to product usage. For example 4D printing is already emerging, which allows people 
to print objects that can reshape themselves or self-assemble over time. Hence, the probability and nature of general 
technological developments, as well as the demand for your product are highly uncertain. 
With the information above in mind, you decide to further develop this idea and turn it into a real business. 
Please answer the following questions as if you were in the situation: (1 Strongly disagree – 5 Strongly agree) 

1. As you assemble information, you will: 
- Talk with people you know to enlist their support in making this become a reality. 
- Study  xp  t p  d ct   s  f w     t        t  s ‘   d  g’. 

 2. As you develop a marketing approach you will: 
- Forecast which segments will be most valuable and focus on them. 
- Focus on customer segments you can reach through your existing relationships.  

3. When you think about the uncertainty of the market, you move forward anyway because: 
- Your expertise allows you to influence that uncertainty. 
- Your actions can create a future you value. 

4. As you manage product development, you will measure success against: 
- T   p  f     c   f y u  c  p t t  s’ p  ducts. 
- The vision you and partner businesses create for the product. 

5. Predictions of trends and demand in this market are: 
- Useful to create forecasts of what your business might accomplish. 
- Misleading, as they do not incorporate the impact of your firm. 

6. In situations like this, it is important to base strategy on: 
- Forecasts of customer demand. 
- What you are capable of. 

7. As you learn about the expectations other people have for this industry, you: 
- Discount their projections, as they have not accounted for the impact of your venture. 
- Form updated predictions of likely outcomes for the business. 
Notes: In the venture scenario operationalizations of state uncertainty from McKelvie et al., (2011) are underlined but were not 
underlined in the original as presented to participants; The decision making instrument is adapted from Murnieks et al., 2011.  
 


